14. EKOMUSEUM – SEVERIN
NILSON STUDIO COTTAGE
N: 56° 53.266 E: 12° 46.360
The Artist Severin Nilsson devoted most of his life
to capturing Ätradalen valley on canvas and with his
camera. The studio has been preserved in its original
condition, and there are photographs, paintings and
drawings. Open by appointment. Tel: 0346-421 61
www.asige.se www.ekomuseum.com
Drive back to Asige and at the T-way intersection, turn
right towards Årstad and Abild. After 800 meters you will see Hagbards gallows on the right side. Parking
space along the route.

18. SKREA OST
N: 56° 87.454 E: 12° 56.870
On this farm you can buy hand-made chees and milk in bulk dairy. They also sell yogurt. All the products
are Requirements certified. See the website regarding the opening hours.
Tel. 0708-28 36 50. www.skreaost.se
From Skrea Ost, turn left back to the road you came from. Follow the road and drive straight through three
roundabouts. Follow the road until you drive across the stone bridge, Tullbron and you are back in the
centre.

HAVE A NICE STAY in Falkenberg!

Faurås

15. EKOMUSEUM
– HAGBARDS GALGE

17

N: 56° 52.979 E: 12° 44.263
One of Halland’s most famous ancient monuments. The two
stones closest to the road, Hagbards gallows, are connected
with the Old Norse legend of Hagbard and Signe. The other
two stones are known for their petroglyphs. Each of the four
blocks weight 4 tonnes. www.asige.se www.ekomuseum.com
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By the four way-crossroad ahead turn left by the signs 5
Årstad, 2 Ecomuseum Gravfält. After approx. 2 km you will
reach Särestads gravfält , grave-field.
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16. EKOMUSEUM
– SÄRESTADS GRAVFÄLT
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SOUTH
COAST

RINGSEGÅRD | BOBERG | GRIMSHOLMEN
EFTRA | UGGLARP | SLÖINGE | ASIGE | ÅRSTAD
HEBERG | SKREA
68 KM (+ 12 KM)
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N: 56° 53.925 E: 12° 43.111
This is the site of a vast grave-field located on both sides of
the road. A very large cemetery with some 40 raised stones,
a dozen mounds, stone circles and a trident. Many generations of Särestads inhabitants who lived during the Bronze
Age and the early Iron Age were buried here. The tallest of
the grave mounds is Hagbards kulle wich is five meters high and 35 meters in diameter.
www.ekomuseum.com
Follow the path forward in just over 3 km to Årstad. At the T-crossing you´ll find Årstad’s church on your
right. Årstad’s impressive church was constructed in a Gothic Revival style in 1888-1890 and designed by
Claes Grundström. The altar paintings by Pher Hörberg from the 1780s, is one of the most beautiful church
ornaments in Halland and picture when Jesus teaches in the temple. At the T-crossing by the church turn
left towards Heberg. After 500 meters you will find, the Ekomuseum Domarring och Bålastugan, on your
right, a stone circle and Bexell’s cottage.

17. EKOMUSEUM – DOMARRING
OCH BÅLASTUGAN I ÅRSTAD
N: 56° 54.797 E: 12° 40.400
Domarringen is an ancient monument from about 400 -550 AD.
It consists of 29 stones, rectangular in its shape with rounded
sides. The vast majority of stone circles in the country only have
5, 7 or 9 stones in a circle. Domarringen may have been part of
a now destroyed grave-field.
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THIS ROUTE will take you along the beautiful coastal road and back through the small villages closest to
Falkenberg. You will see and experience the cultural and the scenic attractions.

Hallands kustväg , the coastal road is a route along the coast, between Falkenberg - Halmstad, as an alternative to the E6. Along the coastal road you will discover the brown and white signs with a flower symbol.
These show the tourist destinations of great tourist interest. The route guidance is international, and has
been available in other countries for many years. The flower shows us a route along a tourist route, an alternative route with a number of interesting sights.
Each destination has been equipped with GPS coordinates.
A number of attractions that are found along the self-guided drive are signposted with white signs saying
Ekomuseum. Ecology Museum of the lower Ätran Valley consists in a large number of attractions that will
give you an overall picture of the life and landscape of the Ätran valley. For more information, see Ekomuseet’s brochure which is available at Falkenberg Tourist Information office. See also www.ekomuseum.com
For more information about the tourist sites in Falkenberg: www.falkenberg.se

Bålastuga, is the only remaining croft which was built on Sannarp estate in the 17th century. The croft
was moved from Årstad village to its present location around 1880 and was inhabited until 1952. It is now
owned by Årstad’s local folklore society. Rest area.
www.ekomuseum.com
Continue 5km towards Heberg. In the community turn right towards Falkenberg Skrea Backe. Then follow
the signs towards Skrea Backe. After about 4 km turn left by the sign 2 Skrea K:a and then left at the yellow
sign Skrea K:a. At the church turn right. Then turn left and drive straight across the roundabout. On the
left side you have Skrea Ost, a Cheese farm.

FALKENBERGS TURISTINFORMATION
Holgersgatan 11, SE-311 34 Falkenberg
Tel +46 346 88 61 00 | turinfo@falkenberg.se | www.falkenberg.se

FALKENBERG.SE

FROM FALKENBERG TOURIST INFORMATION OFFICE, drive straight down Holgersgatan to the bus station. This
was until 2008 Falkenberg’s railway station. The station building was inaugurated solemnly by King Oscar
II in 1886. Turn left at Falkenberg’s church, (tel: 0346-552 00, 552 70). It opened in 1892 and was built of
Halland granite in neo-Gothic style. It was designed by Adrian C. Peterson, one of the foremost church
architects of his time. Turn right in Nygatan and at the roundabout turn left. In the centre of the open air
work of art called ”Farled”, 2004, by Åsa Herrgård. It is part of a ship’s hull, and also acts as a gateway
into the city.
Cross over the Söderbro bridge and continue along the road to the roundabout where you turn right.
Follow Strandvägen. Alongside the Strandvägen lies Skrea beach, a wonderful long stretch of sandy beach.
A public indoor swimming-pool, Klitterbadet, is also located by Skrea beach. Drive straight through two
roundabouts. Turn right towards Grimsholmen and Boberg. You are now driving along the scenic coastal
road that offers a wonderful experience of nature !
The bicycle trail Kattegatleden follows the coastal road south towards Halmstad. After approx. 4 km you
will reach the nature reserve Grimsholmen.

5. EFTRA CHURCH

9. ECOMUSEUM – BERTE MUSEUM

N: 56° 51.405 E: 12° 39.159

– LIFE IN THE COUNTRY

The church was built in 1822-24. In this church you´ll find an unusual baptismal font in stone
from the 1200s, with a cuppa in shape of a dice
capital. The altar wall paintings were carried out
1962 by Waldemar Lorentzon, Halmstad Group.
Tel: 0346-71 89 51

N: 56° 50.999 E: 12° 40.727
in

At the T-junction turn right towards Halmstad and
Ugglarp. In about 4 km you have Ullarps nature reserve on the left side. It was formed to preserve a valuable deciduous forest oasis. At the car park you have a picnic area. Continue 1 km. In Ugglarp, on the left
side along the road you´ll find Svedino’s Bil och flygmuseum, an Automobile and Aviation Museum.

1. THE NATURE RESERVE
GRIMSHOLMEN

6. SVEDINOS BIL- OCH FLYGMUSEUM

Nostalgic Museum with rich objects beyond the ordinary. Here
are the most rural and agricultural machines, a family shop,
paper tapestries and handcraft environments.
Open from April to mid-October. Tel: 0346-405 13
www.bertemuseum.se www.ekomuseum.com
From the parking lot you can see Berte Qvarn where the flour
has been milled since 1569. Here is milled flour grounded for
bakeries, industry etc. It is one of the oldest family business and
one of the largest suppliers of organically grown flour. Guided tours for groups by appointment.
Tel: 0346-71 52 00
Driving back and turn right on the road you came in on and head towards Slöinge. Cross the bridge over
the E6 and turn right by the sign ”SIA Glass”. Follow SIA glass signs.

N: 56° 49.280 E: 12° 37.819

N: 56° 50.645 E: 12° 33.446

10. SIA GLASS-ICE CREAM

Svedino Automobile and Aviation Museum has one of Europe’s
largest collections of vintage cars and aircrafts. The collection comprises approx. 130 cars, 40 aircrafts, motorcycles, engines, tracking
objects and much more. Open during the summer.
Group Visit booked 1/4 - 31/10. Tel: 0346-431 87
www.svedinos.se

Shore meadows, heather covered moor cliffs and pine
forests. Grimsholmen has been left as a reserve in order
to preserve an open coastal heath landscape with grazed
heaths and shore meadows. The area has a number of Bronze Age relics, such as mounds of stone and
stone circles and it also enjoys a rich bird life (sea birds). Rest area and toilets available by the car park.

N: 56° 51.343 E: 12° 40.946
The world’s best ice cream, according to what the Falkenberg locals say.
Take the opportunity to visit the shop where you can get acquainted with
the assortment and buying sub-standard ice cream at a discounted price.
They also have a cafe and ice cream parlour and sales of delicacies from
local businesses. Call for opening hours. Tel: 0346-71 51 00
www.siaglass.se

Just over a kilometre you will reach another nature reserve - Smörkullen on the left.

2. NATURE RESERVE SMÖRKULLEN
N: 56° 51.087 E: 12° 34.287
Pine-forest, ordinary deciduous forest and field. The reserve
is dominated by a steep hill, Smörkullen, located 52 m above
sea level. From the top you have a magnificent view of the
Halland coastal on one side and the town of Falkenberg on
the other.
This has probably been a suicidal precipice and place of
sacrifice. A remarkable find was made in 1859 on top of
Smörkullen when a gold bowl from the Bronze Age was found.
To reach the top there are three paths to choose: a sign-posted
path to the left, a path that starts out from the right and a one adventurous climb straight ahead for those
who want to climb a little. There is a picnic area by the car park.

300 m after the museum turn right (sign for swimming, accommodation and restaurant) in the road
Sallebergsvägen. Continue along Sallebergsvägen approx. 2 km towards the sea. Drive past Ugglarps
camping wich you´ll have on your right. Continue a little bit further and park at the car park on
the left side, where there is also a toilet. Enjoy the sea and the variety of rocks and the sandy beach.
Swimming and crabb fishing.
Run back out to the coast road. Turn right and continue south. Turn left by sign 1 Naturreservat
Skipås. A beautiful little path, bordered by deciduous forest leads you to Guds gröna ängar, God’s
green meadows.

Continue the road 2.5 km to the Y -intersection where you will turn right. By the next four-way crossroads
turn right towards Eftra. Cross over a small bridge and shortly after, on your left side is, Hallarnas Hembygdsgård.

7. SKIPÅS NATURE RESERVAT
N: 56° 47.536 E: 12° 38.475
This is a nice hiking area with pastureland, beech
forest and blue anemones. From Klippe kulle the
view stretches far out over the sea and large parts
of Falkenberg’s hinterland. Picnic area and toilets
available by the car park.

3. HALLARNAS HEMBYGDSGÅRD
N: 56° 52.087 E: 12° 36.581
The building is a historical culture monument that illustrates old
Halland peasant culture. The name comes from the area of flat
rocks (Hallarna) on the river’s east side. This was once the site of a
mill farm from the late 16th century.
(The power plant Bobergs Kraftstation and Hallarnas Hembygdsgård are privately owned.)
Drive for about 1 km.

”Naturreservat 4” turn right. Follow the sign for ”Långaveka 2” towards the nature reserve.

4. VESSLUNDA NATURE RESERVAT
N: 56° 50.546 E: 12° 34.787
Mainly pine forest-covered, shifting sand field by the mouth of the river
Suseån. Rich bird life, one of the ornithologists’ nests. The varied and
scenic beach surrounding sandy coves are suitable for swimming. Very
beautiful! Toilets by the car park. Fishing licenses are required to fish in
the river Suseån and can be purchased from the Falkenberg Tourist Office,
phone: 0346-88 61 00th
Continue along the coastal route south. At the T-crossing, you´ll see Eftra
kyrka, a church on your right.

11. SOLHAGA STENUGNSBAGERI
N: 56° 51.093 E: 12° 41.417
This is a crafts bakery where you can buy sourdough bread
and sweet pastries from local ingredients. The bakery bakes
everything from scratch and without additives. It has won
several awards. In the garden café, during the summer months,
you can enjoy the sandwiches with the very best from food
companies nearby. It hosts also popular baking courses and
theme evenings on request. Tel: 0738-55 11 22
www.solhagastenugnsbageri.se www.sarabakar.se
Drive back and follow Skansgatan until you reach a crossroad in Slöinge centre where you drive straight
ahead, towards Asige. Then follow the signs towards Asige. Just over 1 km after Slöinge village you will come
to the Ecomuseum Gudmundsgården

12. EKOMUSEUM – GUDMUNDSGÅRDEN

Run back to the coast road and continue south.
Turn right by the sign Naturereservat Stensjöstrand.

N: 56° 51.489 E: 12° 43.247
Here are crafts that taste! You find custom-range pigs and - farm delicatessen - catering. This farm has its own production of many processed
meat delicacies like prosciutto, Italian and Hungarian salami, barbecue
specialties, prepared dishes and gift boxes. Farm café. Tel: 0346-405 08.
www.gudmundsgarden.se www.ekomuseum.com

8. NATURRESERVAT STENINGEKUSTEN
N: 56° 47.365 E: 12° 37.181 ¨

DETOUR – APPROX. 8 KM ROUNDTRIP. By the signs ”Vesslunda 2” and

After your visit at SIA-Glass return and then turn left to Järnvägsgatan
. Then follow it for approx. 650 m until the end. Now turn down to
the right on Ågatan, where you´ll find the bakery and cafe Solhaga
Stenugnsbageri directly to the right.

DETOUR – APPROX. 4 KM ROUND-TRIP.

The reserve consists of a coastline that is shared between Falkenberg
and Halmstad. The nature out here on the coast is both bare and magnificent. This breaks the open coastal heath up with pebble beaches,
sandy soils, rubble, cliffs and small areas of deciduous trees. Shore
meadows are kept open by grazing sheep and horses. A lovely outdoor
experience! Rest areas and toilets by the car park.
Take the coast road back north approx. 5 km, where you turn right by
the sign Slöinge 4 and Berte Museum 3 (at sign, there is also a bus stop with the sign Vastadvägen ). Follow
the road towards Slöinge and Berte Museum. Turn right by the sign Berte Qvarn, Ridhus, P samåkning.
Follow the parking instructions.
Along the route that follows, you will come across a number of attractions that are signposted with white
signs that read ”Ecomuseum”. These signs are a part of the lower Ätradalen valley eco-museum that shows
the interaction between man and landscape. Read about the eco-museum´s attractions availably along this
trip, as well as many others, in the eco-museum brochure availably at Falkenberg tourist office and at many
of the attractions mentioned.
www.ekomuseum.com

From Gudmundsgården turn right and drive 2.5 km towards Asige. In Asige you reach a T-junction, turn
left towards Årstad and Abild. Then turn immediately right by the sign Gräsås 11. Drive 300 m and on your
left you have Ekomusem Sandbolet.

13. EKOMUSEUM – SANDBOLET
N: 56° 52.729 E: 12° 44.711
The farm has a garden with nameplates at the plants and an exciting
orangery. In a converted barn and in a brewery are different exhibitions on the theme of ”Nature, culture and environment”. Here are
also organized courses and lectures.
Tap-to-open or open by agreement. They even serve coffee. Tel:
0346-421 00 www.sandbolet.com www.ekomuseum.com
Drive back to the paved road. Turn left. Continue road for 1km and
then turn left towards Knobesholm. Turn left by the small white sign
Severin Nilsson’s ateljestuga.

